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Re: Air Passenger Protection Regulations—Technical Ouestions

United Airlines, Inc. (“United”) appreciates the opportunity to provide the following comments
to Transport Canada (“TC”)/Canadian Transportation Agency (“CTA”)’s technical questions
related to its effort to develop passenger rights regulations that will impact U.S.-Canada trans
border services) United is committed to the highest level of safety and quality consumer
experience. Together with its various United Express partners,2 United currently serves ten
destinations in Canada from its various U.S. hubs.3 [n 2017, United transported 3,615,794 U.S.-
Canada passengers of the industry’s total 25,632,405 passengers. United supports the comments
and position submitted by Airlines for America (A4A). the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) and the Latin American and Caribbean Air Transport Association (ALTA)
in this proceeding. United, however, would like to provide additional insight based on its long
standing history and experience in serving the U.S-Canada market.

As TC/CTA is aware, the U.S.—Canada trans-border market is not only highly integrated but also
an important one. In 2017, there were nearly 400,000 departures. 29.9 million passengers and
394,000 tons of cargo moving between the two countries. Due to both their proximity to each
other and the countries’ long-standing Open Skies air service agreement, Canada and the United
States are each other’s largest air travel partner in terms of annual passengers. Given this fact, it
is imperative for TC/CTA to develop regulations that are consistent with its obligations under the
U.S.-Canada Open Skies Agreement and confined to operations within Canada. TC/CTA should,
therefore, only apply its new regulations to flights operating wholly within Canada or foreign

2 These partners are (common names used): CommutAir; Expressiet; Goiet; Mesa; Republic; Skywest: and,
TransStates.

These destinations are: Edmonton, AB; Vancouver, BC; Winnipeg, MB; Calgaiy, AR; Toronto, ON; Halifax, NS;
Ottawa, ON: Quebec, QC; Montreal, QC; and Victoria, BC.
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flights arriving in and/or departing from Canadian airports while the aircraft is on the ground in
Canada. Equally important, TC/CTA’s regulations should be consistent with the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT)’s existing passenger-focused regulations, which, in
addressing the issues of concern to TC/CTA, will ensure consistency for the consumer and
greater ease of implementation by carriers. Creating disparate rules for Canada will disrupt
carriers’ integrated trans-border operations and negatively affect their domestic networks and
other international operations, all to the detriment of passengers that TC/CTA intended to
protect. In fact, rules that result in extended customer handling or complicate current operating
policies/procedures will not only complicate the customer experience but will also extend aircraft
turn times in Canada and negatively impact carriers, third party vendors, labor, and industry
financial performance. All told, differing regulations in the U.S.-Canada market and extending
those requirements outside of Canada will result in reduced efficiency, increased cost, fewer
travel options for consumers, higher ticket prices and customer conffision.

EXCLUSIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS

1. Should the new regulations apply, in whole or in part, to the following? Please explain
your answer.

As previously stated, United urges TC/CTA to ensure that their regulations and requirements are
consistent with Canada’s obligations under applicable international treaties, such as the U.S.-
Canada Open Skies Agreement, and limited to operations within Canada. Specifically, TC/CTA
should apply its new regulations oily to flights operating wholly within Canada or foreign flights
arriving and departing Canadian airports while the aircraft is on the ground in Canada. In
addition, given the level of integration of the U.S.-Canada market. TC/CTA should harmonize its
consumer protection regulations with those of DOT to the maximum extent possible in order to
avoid conflicting regulatory obligations, avoid passenger confusion and simplify air carrier
compliance.

a. all sizes of air carriers;

United believes that, if TC/CTA will impose passenger-rights related regulations for operations
in Canada, it must do so to all carriers serving Canada to ensure a level playing field for all
operators. United notes that DOT’s flight delay and cancellation regulations apply to all air
carriers that have at least one aircraft with a design capacity of 30 or more seats. For the same
reason, denied boarding regulations should be limited to scheduled flight segments operated by
an aircraft that has a designed capacity of 30 or more passenger seats because weight and balance
considerations occur more often in smaller aircrafts.
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b. foreign and domestic carriers;

United supports A4A’s recommendation that TC/CTA apply these upcoming regulations only to
domestic Canadian carriers and use data to determine if applying these rules to foreign carriers
would benefit passengers. This is the approach that the DOT took when it initially developed its
long tarmac delay (LTD) rule, which originally applied only to U.S. airlines. See 74 Fed. Reg.
68985. If TC/CTA moves forward with applying its regulation to all carriers serving Canada,
United urges TC/CTA to ensure there is no extraterritorial application of Canadian regulations.
United notes that China, the EU and the United States all limit their rules to within their
territorial jurisdiction. So too should Canada apply its rules to non-Canadian carrier only while
foreign aircraft are on Canadian soil.

As a practical matter, United cannot comply with a Canadian regulation that conflicts or is
different from an existing U.S. regulation for flights originating in the United States. The United
States already has existing regulations in the same areas under consideration by TC/CTA. In the
case of LTDs4, for example, the DOT has long established rules and carriers have developed
extensive policies and procedures (with comprehensive programming) to adhere to those
requirements. In addition, U.S. airports, Air Traffic Control managers, and Customs and
Immigration officials are aware of DOT regulations and the need for carriers to address delayed
flights. DOT requires carriers to provide a snack and water at two hours of delay and a request
to return to a disembarkation point (provided that the safety:secuty of customers and crew are
not sacrificed) at three hours of delay for domestic flights and fours of delay for international
flights. As TC/CTA is aware, flights to/from Canada are considered international flights under
DOT regulation and thus they fall under the four-hour requirement for tarmac delays. United
cannot comply with TC/CTA’s regulations for an aircraft on U.S. soil destined to Canada and/or
which have arrived in the United States from Canada with a TC/CTA imposed three-hour tarmac
delay rule at points in the U.S.

c. all types of services (e.g. domestic and international scheduled, non-scheduled, and
charter services);

United believes that TC/CTA’s regulations must be limited to flights in Canada, consistent with
its jurisdiction. This means applying new regulations to flights operating wholly within in
Canada or foreign flights arriving and departing Canadian airports while the aircraft is on the
ground in Canada. Moreover, TC/CTA’s regulations should be consistent with DOT in that: (1)
delay and cancellation regulations apply to both scheduled passenger and public charter services;
and (2) denied boarding compensation only to flights on Canadian soil and in Canadian airports.
United does not believe that TC/CTA regulations on passenger rights should apply to flights that
divert to Canada since diversions often occur at airports that a carrier has few or no resources.

d. any other international services (e.g. 5th or 6th freedoms); and/or,

United does not provide 5ht or 6th freedom services in Canada. That said, TC/CTA’s regulations
should apply to operations while the aircraft is on Canadian soil.

See, United’s additional comments on long tarmac delays (LTD) in the International section question l.c.
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e. regional services (e.g. Northern Canada).

United does not provide any Northern Canada regional services.

2. Please comment on how the regulations could apply to diverse operational arrangements,
for example: joint ventures; interline arrangements; code sharing or wet leasing;
involvement of both a marketing and operating carrier; or involvement of third party
operators or resellers. Are there any adjustments required, and if so, please explain.

While the industry is replete with code share, interline and other types of partnerships, it remains
unchanged in that an operating carrier has sole control over its flights and manages issues related
to those flights. From United’s experience, the only exception to this reality is capacity purchase
agreements (a form of code share) whereby a regional carrier operates on behalf of a mainline
carrier and complies with the customer handling policies of the mainline partner. United goes to
great lengths to coordinate operational planning with its regional operators and supports its
regional partners during irregular operations. Despite this coordination, the regional carrier
maintains its own air operator’s certificate, operations specifications and control over its aircraft
operations.

In contrast, a traditional code share involving two carriers, such as United-Air Canada, the
operating carrier is in control and responsible for managing day of flight concerns. Neither a
marketing carrier in a code-share relationship nor an interline partner would be able to dictate the
operations of the operating carrier since these carriers lack any involvement, management, or
control over another operator. Equally important, a marketing carrier or an interline partner
often lack the infrastructure, resources or personnel to assist or influence how operating carriers
would handle passengers, regardless of who booked those passengers on those flights.

3. Section 86.11 requires the CTA to make regulations in relation to flights to, front and
with!,, (‘anada, including connecthzgfliglzts. Should all elements of the regulations apply to
all types of flights? If not, please explain.

United believes that TC/CTA should apply its regulations only to flights within Canada. This
means flights operating wholly within Canada or foreign flights arriving and departing Canadian
airports while the aircraft is on the ground in Canada.

United cannot comply with differing and/or conflicting rules issued by two different regulators
for the same flight and should not have to bear the burden, cost, inefficiencies and passenger ire
due to disparate requirements. Further, two sets of rules will not benefit the passenger but will
only result in confusion and customer disservice.
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4. When a flight disruption (e.g., a cancellation) occurs before the scheduled day of travel,
to what extent should minimum standards of treatment and/or compensation apply?
Please explain.

United’s objective is always to provide the safe and reliable transportation of its passengers and
seeks to avoid flight disruptions to the maximum extent possible. United believes that,
consistent with DOT policies, TC/CTA should require that carriers disclose flight cancellation
policies on their websites to ensure that passengers understand their rights before booking a
ticket. This should include the services a carder provides to mitigate passenger inconveniences
during flight disruptions. It should be noted that United already proactively updates flight status,
informs customers via the customer’s preferred communication channel (website, phone, text,
email, etc.) of any schedule changes such as a change in flight time, flight number, flight
cancellations, delays, and re-routes. Equally important, United provides automatic rebooking
options to ensure that affected passengers reach their intended destination. Given that customers
are given notice and United rebooks customers to their choosing to the extent possible there is no
reason that a customer is in need of compensation for flight disruptions that occur before the
scheduled day of travel.

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS: BEST PRACTECES AND LESSONS LEARNED

1. What in your view is effective, and what is not effective, in the regulatory regimes of the
United States of America and the European Union as they relate to the following areas (as
applicable for those jurisdictions)? Please explain your answer.

a. flight delays and cancellations;

United would like to underscore that it does its utmost to avoid flight delays and cancellations
because such irregular operations cause customer disservice and are costly to the airline. Put
simply, United cancels or delays flights because of reasons outside of its control since it derives
no benefit from having canceled or delayed flights. As noted by A4A, delays are expensive: in
the United States, delays are estimated to cost airlines approximately per minute and, in the
EU, approximately EUR per minute. Therefore, United is focused on getting passengers to
their destination as scheduled.

United believes that TC/CTA should adopt the U.S. approach for regulating flight delays and
cancellations by mandating disclosure of flight performance to let a consumer make an informed
choice when deciding what flight to purchase. Under U.S. regulations, U.S. carriers must
disclose during the reservation process, including online transactions, the percentage of time a
flight has been on-time and the percentage of flight cancellations for a flight. Special highlights
must be included for flights arriving more than 30 minutes late more than 50 percent of the time.
This is a system already established by DOT precedent and if TC/CTA were to regulate in this
area it should follow the U.S. model. This is an example in which technology work will be
expensive and burdensome and carriers will require one year to bring Canadian operations into
existing technology platforms.
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b. denied boarding

As a preliminary matter, United believes that IC/CIA should make a distinction, as the DOT
does, between voluntary denied boarding and involuntary denied boarding.

Volnntaiy Denied Boarding
DOT’s approach strikes the right balance of ensuring passengers have choices when deciding
vhether to relinquish a seat for compensation mutually agreed upon between customer and
carrier while enabling carriers to maximize the number of passengers carried on any given flight.
DOT regulations on denied boarding permits carriers to solicit volunteers to relinquish a seat in
advance of a flight and passengers are given the choice of accepting a compensation package,
such as an electronic certificate of certain value for future travel or cash. It should be noted that
this volunteer solicitation system still allows the passenger to travel to their intended destination
but has the added benefit of putting them in a powerful position of determining whether to accept
a compensation package that provides them with a future benefit. TC/CTA should not regulate
the volunteer process in terms of type and level of compensation a carrier offers for volunteers.

Involuntary Denied Boarding
As a background matter, industry statistics show that involuntary denied boarding occurrences
are not only rare but their occurrence are declining. DOT statistics for the year ended 2017
indicate that only 0.34 per 10,000 passengers enplaned were involuntarily denied boarding. That
translates into I for every 29,412 passengers boarded, a testimony to the fact that the industry has
a very good solution in place already. In contrast, the 1995 involuntary denied boarding rate was
1.06 per 10,000 passengers or I for every 9,434 passengers boarded. Since 2000, the highest
involuntary denied boarding rate recorded was in 2009 when it was 1.19 per 10,000 passengers
enplaned or 1 for every 8,403 passengers. Since 2009, however, this rate has declined steadily,
and the 2017 rate was the lowest annual rate on record.

As it develops its regulations in this area, United urges TC/CTA to adopt DOT’s four exceptions
to involuntary denied boarding compensation eligibility: (1) passengers that do not comply hilly
with the carrier’s contract of carriage:5 (2) the passenger cannot be accommodated because there
is a substitution of aircraft or there are weight and balance restrictions on an aircraft with a
designed aircraft capacity of 60 or fewer seats; (3) the passenger is offered accommodations or is
seated in a section of the aircraft other than that specified on the ticket at no extra charge; and (4)
the carrier arranges comparable air transportation, or other transportation used by the passenger
at no extra cost to the passenger that arrives not later than one hour after the planned arrival time
of the passenger’s original flight.

In the rare cases where carriers would need to involuntarily deny board a passenger, United will
not remove anyone who has already boarded a flight. In addition, United works to ensure that
passengers with disabilities, minors traveling without a companion, and other customers with
special needs are the least impacted. United also provides care and/or accommodation to a

These would include, but are not limited to, passengers who: fail to timely check-in to their flight; fail to present
the necessary documentation such as identification, passport and/or visas; appear to be in an inebriated state; and
seek to bring an animal who cannot be transported for safety/security reasons and/or is inadmissible in their intended
destination.
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passenger who has been involuntarily denied boarding, DOT regulations mandate compensation
for a passenger who is involuntarily denied boarding at 200% of the fare for a delay of Ito 4
hours with a maximum of 5675 and 400% of the fare for a de’ay of 4 hours or more with a
maximum of S 1350. United recommends that TC/CTA adopt a similar structure to ensure
consistency with well-established policy’ in the U.S. market and to ensure carriers compensate
involuntarily denied boarding customers at the same level.

c. tarmac delays6; and,

As TC/CTA is aware. DOT’s existing LTD rule applies only to flights within the United States,
which is consistent with its jurisdiction.7 In addition, DOT prescribes a four hour limit for
international flights such as U.S.-Canada flights. TC/CTA should similarly limit the scope of
their regulations to flights arriving in or departing from Canada while on Canadian soil only.
Doing differently would risk not only creating operational issues but also customer conifision.
United can comply with DOT regulations while its aircraft are on the ground in the U.S. United
can comply with Canadian regulations while its aircraft are on the ground in Canada. United
cannot comply with disparate regulations and which are applied extraterritorial. Specifically,
United cannot comply with a three hour cut-off rule5 applied by Canada for a flight that is on the
ground in Chicago bound for Toronto when the U.S. rule (and all of United’s processes, policies
and programming) is a four hour cut-off. This is especially critical since third party entities in
the United States, vital to handling an international flight and passengers, plan for and comply
with DOT’s four hour standard. TC/CTA lacks jurisdiction to force such entities to treat U.S.-
Canada flights differently while the aircrafl is on the ground in the United States.

United urges TC/CTA to adopt the following effective elements of the DOT’s LTD
requirements: (I) provide longer LTD rule limits for international (4 hours) flights over
domestic Canada flights (3 hours) since international flights such as those to/from Canada
require close coordination between carriers and other third parties such as vendors, airports and

6 United refers to these as LTD. consistent with the terminology used with DOT.
‘Other aviation officials have similarly limited the applicability of their passenger requirements to flights solely
within their territory, such as China and the EU.

Leaving aside the practical issues outlined by United, United would like to underscore that findings of numerous
studies on DOT’s LTD rules: the actual costs of the rules to both passengers and carriers is up to two hundred times
more than DOT estimated and resulted far more cancellations than DOT’s regulatory impact analysis estimated.
United previously submitted copies of these studies to TC!CTA in response to its cost/benefit analysis for its
consideration and would be happy to discuss in further detail if TC/CTA would like a more in-depth dialogue of
those studies.
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government entities that must process passengers; (2) start the LTD clock when the main aircraft
door closes, which is a clear demarcation point; (3) stop the LTD clock when the carrier requests
to return to a disembarkation point; (4) give the pilot in command of the aircraft the opportunity
to remain on the tarmac for take-off if departure is deemed imminent. This is a policy that was
adopted the China and provides important flexibility that the U.S. regulation fails to offer. This is
important since ultimately passengers want to travel to their intended destination as close to their
scheduled itinerary as possible. It is a shame that the U.S. regulation requires aircraft to begin
returning to the gate after four hours of tarmac delay for an international flight when that aircraft
could have taken-off in the next 10, 15, 30 minutes, etc. The fact the U.S. regulation requires a
hard return to the terminal for disembarkation is actually a big customer disservice when the
aircraft could have departed shortly after the four-hour cut-off. Thus, United urges Canada to
heed China’s insightftilness on this issue and provide similar flexibility for the aircraft to remain
on the tarmac if take-off is deemed to be imminent. The above elements of the LTD rule provide
much needed flexibility to make sure customers are accommodated and airline operational
challenges are considered, especially during irregular operations.

Importantly, to ensure the successful implementation of TC/CTA’s LTD regulations for flights in
Canada, United urges TC/CTA to actively engage third parties in Canada that are integral to
carrier operations and handling of international passengers, such as but not limited to airport
authorities, customs, aviation security agencies, catering vendors, police, etc. These entities must
cooperate with carriers that may need to return an aircraft in a Canadian airport to an available
gate or parking pad to deplane customers in accordance with a TC/CTA regulation. Based on
United’s experience, TC/CTA cannot place the sole burden of LTD regulation compliance on
United or other carriers because they do not control access to airport gates or resources that
would allow them to comply with. e.g., deplaning requirements.

d. clear communication with passengers.

This is unlikely to be an area that requires extensive focus for TC/CTA or one where it must
prescribe what or how carriers communicate with their passengers. United provides passenger
with the ability to sign up for notifications on their flights’ status through the customer’s
preferred method of communication, for example website, phone call, text message, or email.
Handheld technology, now ubiquitous to the traveling public, also provides a means for United
to provide a customer with automatic rebooking options if one were needed in case of a delay or
cancellation.

DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS

I. What, in your view, is the best approach to defining events outside of the carrier’s
control?

United believes that TC/CTA should define events outside of the carrier’s control consistent with
what the European Union National Enforcement Bodies (NEB) established in the non
comprehensive list of extraordinary circumstances. The more recent versions of the NEB list
incorporates European Court of Justice (ECJ) decisions that unjustly excluded events that Untied
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cannot or does not control, such as collisions involving air stairs and mechanical faults of various
components of an aircraft. United has no control when a mechanical will occur that would
compromise the safety of an aircraft and, in turn, a flight. In fact, United has a comprehensive
maintenance program to ensure its fleet not only remain safe to operate but also that they remain
operable. In addition, United has a safety management system to help prevent accidents in its
operations since injuries for employees and/or damage to its aircrafts are costly and disruptive to
its operations. Yet, despite these extensive programs and training given to support them,
mechanical disruptions and accidents occur. And, when they do, United seeks to expeditiously
resolve them in order to preserve the flight and limit any delays and/or cancellations that would
negatively impact its customers and operations.

2. Regulation (EC) No 261/2004 broadly defines what it considers to be an extraordinary
circumstance (Annex B) and when an air carrier will be exempt from paying compensation
to a passenger. The UK Civil Aviation Authority, as a National Enforcement Body of EU
Regulation 261/2004, has developed some guidance material based on its experiences in
applying the regulations, which provides examples of scenarios which may be deemed to be
extraordinary circumstances (Annex C).

Is there any reason why this list should not be adopted in Canada to define situations of
flight disruptions that are not within the carrier’s control? En your view, are there any
notable omissions in this list? Are there any scenarios that should not be applicable in
Canada?

As noted above, United urges TC/CTA to adopt the original EU NEB non-exhaustive list of
extraordinary circumstances instead of the UK CAA modified list of extraordinary circumstances
because carriers do not have sole and exclusive control over every aspect or element that could
negatively impact their operations. In fact, despite United’s extensive safety management
program and training, it cannot guarantee with 100% accuracy that a air stairs will never collide
with an aircraft. It does all it can to prevent such as occurrence just like every driver seeks to
avoid collisions on the road; but, neither can prevent them in the rare occasion an accident occurs
since weather and high winds, eg, can impact operating conditions like they do driving
conditions. TC/CTA should define core principles to assist in evaluating other circumstances not
on the list.

3. How should situations within the carrier’s control, but required for safety purposes,
be defined? How could a mechanical malfunction be defined?

The original EU NEB non-exhaustive list of extraordinary circumstances should be adopted
which includes several extraordinary circumstances scenarios relating to flight safety and
mechanical malfunctions that should be retained. The original NEB list includes many good
examples of mechanical malfunctions, especially scenarios 2 1-27 that are excluded from some
extraordinary circumstances lists because of ED decisions.

4. What can be considered denied boarding? Please explain.
The ability of an airline to select passenger/s to relinquish a seat for safety (weight and balance),
seat availability (equipment change), operational (oversales) or other reasons. United believes
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that no airline should deny board a passenger who has already boarded an aircraft. In addition,
as United notes above, TC/CTA, in developing its regulations in this area, should make a
distinction between passengers who are voluntarily denied boarding versus those who are
involuntarily denied boarding.

PASSENGER RECOURSE
1. Please comment on challenges that passengers may experience in seeking information or
enforcing their rights and how these could be addressed by the new regulations.

TC/CTA should provide information on its website that discloses passenger rights for those that
are interested. Airlines also post information on their websites concerning customer
commitments, regulatory requirements and customer service contacts.

2. At what time should passengers receive compensation after they request it? Should the
process and timing be different in different circumstances?

United believes that TC/CTA should focus on requiring transparency of airline flight delay
policies and procedures instead of compensation or other prescriptive recourse.

3. How can the CTA ensure the smooth implementation of the new requirements?

Given the level of integration between the United States and Canada services, United urges
TC/CTA to harmonize its requirements with the DOT’s long-existing requirements. In addition,
airlines require extraordinary amount of time and resources to change systems because of the
interoperability (or lack thereof) with many internal airline systems. Like DOT, TC/CTA will
face several technical issues that were never accounted for before a final rule was
issued.TC/CTA should, therefore, give the industry at least one year to plan for implementation
of a new regulation even if the regulations are consistent with DOT requirements. This lead time
will ensure that the necessary programming and training are done to implement what would be
new requirements for Canada operations.
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4. In the event there is a disagreement between a carrier and the passenger on one of the
many issues that may be outlined in the carrier’s tariff, to what extent would informal
dispute resolution services be beneficial, for example, mediation, arbitration and/or
mediation-arbitration?

Mediation services could be usethi; however, TC/CTA should provide more details on resources
it will dedicate to these services and the process which would be utilized.

OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATLONS

1. In general, how explicit or prescriptive should the regulations be? Would greater detail
be beneficial (e.g., to ensure consistency of application, allow for greater clarity to
passengers and provide direction to air carriers)? Or, would highly prescriptive regulations
create challenges for passengers andlor air carriers? Please elaborate.

United believes it is better to adopt performance standards that allow the marketplace to use
innovation for compliance. Because carriers have elaborate and varying systems, prescriptive
regulations will negatively impact the passenger experience by consuming resources and
delaying customer service projects and potentially creating false expectations. More
importantly, a prescriptive regulation may inhibit a carrier’s ability comply since each carrier’s
systems and processes may be different from its peers.

Example: The DOT mandated that one set of baggage rules should apply throughout a
passenger’s itinerary. This prescriptive mandate was not proposed in the NPRM and so industry
did not know to comment on it. Prior to the DOT baggage rule an elaborate scheme of baggage
handling rules had already been implemented worldwide known as IATA Resolution 302. The
new DOT rule conflicted with the pre-established IATA ruLes. Carriers, vendors, and DOT met
numerous times after the baggage rule was published and still it took industry three months after
the final rule was issued to understand the DOT’s intent. The DOT only gave industry three
months to comply with the regulation. The industry asked for three implementation period
extensions, DOT granted two of them. Industry collectively spent millions of man hours and
tens of millions of unaccounted costs to comply with the baggage rule, despite the piecemeal
extensions. The vast majority of this time and resources could have been saved if DOT had
approached industry with a performance standard that industry could have solved for.

2. Please comment on operational challenges, if any, an air carrier may experience with the
following, and how those could be mitigated:

a. standards of treatment for delays (e.g. providing food, beverages, meal vouchers; and/or
rebooking the passenger or refunds);

United believes that the Montreal Convention governs this area and should be abided in this case.
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b. standards of treatment for tarmac delays over 3 hours (e.g. providing proper ventilation,
working lavatories, and water and food onboard the aircraft; and disembarking);

Two known operational challenges with the LTD include: 1) holding carriers to subjective
standards and 2) holding carriers responsible for delays that are out of the carrier’s control. For
example, carriers would be unable to meet a LTD rule standard on “proper” ventilation or
“comfortable” cabin temperatures because they are subjective in nature. We ask that, if TC/CTA
imposes LTD standards, they are performance standards that are objectively measureable.

As noted above, the LTD rule can work successftdly only when applied to aircraft on Canadian
soil. However, United believes TC/CTA should exempt flights diverted to a Canadian airport
where the operating carrier does not have dedicated resources, which greatly inhibits a carrier’s
ability to comply with TC/CTA’s LTD requirements. A three-hour rule for flights to/from
Canada on U.S. soil will conflict with the DOT regulation which allows for four hours for
international operations. U.S. airlines will abide by U.S. regulations for aircraft on U.S. soil and
TC/CTA should acknowledge this at the outset.

c. payment of compensation (e.g. for flight delays, cancellation, denied boarding or
baggage);

As previously noted, United urges TC/CTA to adhere to the Montreal Convention which
establishes compensation for air passengers.

d. communicating terms and conditions of carriage, particularly in light of changing
technologies;

United believes that carriers should be permitted to communicate terms and conditions of
carriage by modem means, including carrier website and links to such materials where
necessary. Paper copies of disclosures should not be required.

e. communicating the reason for flight disruptions and providing regular status updates;

As previously noted, United already provides its passengers with extensive communication and
updates by website, phone, text and email (through their choice of communication and so long as
they provide accurate contact information) of schedule changes such as change in flight time,
flight number, flight cancellations, delays, re-routes, and automatic rebooking.
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f. communicating notice of assistance and compensation available; and,
Same as above.

g. seating of children under 14 in close proximity to a parent, guardian or tutor at no
additional cost.

As a general matter, United strives to seat families together. Challenges in this area include
families that book separate tickets in different classes of service and families that book tickets
just before a flight when most seats are assigned.

3. Are there any challenges that should be noted with regard to compliance with
requirements in other jurisdictions (for example, disembarking during a tarmac delay)? If
so, please explain.

United has already detailed these challenges in the above responses.

4. When should the new obligations take effect? Is any lead time required to implement and
comply with any of the areas mentioned in section 86.11? If so, please explain.

** ** * * * *** * *

Thank you for your attention to and consideration of United’s comments. We look forward to
working collaboratively with the Canadian government on these pending regulations throughout
the entire process and to providing additional infonnation to benefit all stakeholders.

Sincerely,

:
Annalei Avancefla
Director, International Regulatory Affairs—Americas


